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As we usher in the New Year with hope and determination, January unfolds with a series of

significant events that align seamlessly with our commitment to creating a better India for women

and children.

The month is marked by National Human Trafficking Awareness Day, a poignant reminder of the

challenges we face in protecting the vulnerable.

Additionally, we celebrate National Girl Child Day, emphasizing our dedication to empowering

young girls and ensuring their rights and opportunities. Education takes centre stage on the

International Day of Education, resonating with our mission to equip the youth with knowledge

and skills for a brighter future.

Finally, as we stand together on Republic Day, let us reaffirm our pledge to build a nation where

every woman and child thrives. Join us in reflecting on these crucial moments and in taking

collective strides towards a more inclusive and secure society.



On National Human Trafficking Awareness Day (11 January), Oasis India took a

dynamic stand across all our projects locations, standing up for change and

enlightenment.

From the bustling cities like Mumbai & Bangalore to the serene corners of

Manipur, we left no stone unturned in our mission to make India better for

women and children.

From ASP centers to tailoring centers, hair projects, schools, and night

shelters, we conducted sessions that delved deep into the realities of human



trafficking. Communities gathered, shared thoughts, asked questions, and

united against exploitation. Knowledge was not just spoken about; it was

shared, learned, and embraced.

At St. Thereza Degree College in Bangalore, we engaged with around 300

students and parents, shedding light on the menace of trafficking and abuse.

Education is our weapon, and with knowledge, we empower communities to

protect themselves and stand against the dark forces of exploitation.



Our warriors hit the road, a motorcycle convoy covering 150 km from

Nalasopara to Palghar. A total of 14 passionate riders, joined by local partners

like The Movement, Free Movement, Sahara Sangati, and Mumbai Smiles ,

joined to raise awareness against human trafficking.

Kalwa Project and the District Legal Service Authority collaborated for a crucial

session. 75 women and 50 young minds came together to discuss about the

issue of human trafficking. Discussions ranged from recognizing signs to



staying safe, emphasizing the collective responsibility we hold in stopping

exploitation.

Across India, Oasis India is making strides to create a nation where women

and children thrive, free from the clutches of trafficking.

On National Human Trafficking Awareness Day, we didn't just talk about the

issue; we learned, shared, and stood together against human trafficking. Join

us in the fight for a brighter, safer future for all.















In a remarkable display of dedication and purpose, on January 21, 2024, our

champions Sulekha and Naren laced up their running shoes and

enthusiastically joined nearly 60,000 runners at the Tata Mumbai Marathon,

proudly representing Oasis India.



Running with Purpose: A Stride Towards Change

Their participation went beyond merely crossing the finish line; Sulekha and

Naren ran with a clear purpose—to raise awareness about the urgent issue of

human trafficking. Each stride they took symbolized a step towards making

India a safer and better place for women and children.



Every Step Counts

Recognizing the gravity of the cause, every step they took echoed the

collective commitment to building a society where every individual can flourish

without fear. The funds they raised during this endeavor will directly contribute

to Oasis India's ongoing efforts.



Beyond the Race

Beyond the race track, our collective efforts transcend the marathon itself.

Together, we are not just running a race; we are running towards a brighter,

safer, and more equal future for all. Sulekha and Naren’s dedication and

passion exemplify the change we strive to see in the world. And we are so

proud for both of them for being the change-makers we need.



This National Girl Child Day, Oasis India has ignited the spark of change across

our projects!

In Chennai, at Don Bosco Anbu Illam Trust (Girl Children), our awareness

session unfolded through vibrant street plays and soul-stirring parai

performances by our dedicated interns, resonating with the heartbeat of girl

child rights.

Besides exciting games, as a gesture of care, 40 lovely girls received hygiene

kits to ensure their well-being and happiness.



Meanwhile, in Bangalore, parents delved into enlightening sessions on child

rights and the paramount importance of education. Every child, irrespective of

gender, deserves equal rights and opportunities!

Not to forget our talented tailoring students and the vibrant Janatha Colony

AHT club children who stood in solidarity, observing National Girl Child Day

with enthusiasm and purpose.



At Oasis India, we're weaving a tapestry of empowerment and education for a

brighter tomorrow.

We are proud to support girls in diverse fields, including sports, computer

education, tailoring, baking, football, counselling, and more. Through these

avenues, we strive to nurture their talents and equip them with the skills

needed to conquer their dreams.

Join us in supporting the strength, resilience, and limitless potential of every girl

child. Together, let's create a world where girls thrive and shine!





On International Day of Education, Oasis India proudly reaffirms its dedication

to providing quality education and holistic development opportunities for women

and children across the nation.

After-School Programs Across Cities

At Oasis India, our After-School Programs (ASPs) are making a significant

impact in cities such as Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Guwahati, and Manipur.

These programs go beyond academics, aiming to enrich the lives of

underprivileged children who may not have access to expensive tuitions and

specialized training.



Empowering Through Vocational Education

In addition to academic support, Oasis India believes in empowering the future

workforce through vocational education and skills training. Our diverse range of

courses includes computer training, tailoring, hairdressing, beauty care, baking,

and sports such as football and cricket. Furthermore, we are proud to offer self-

defence education for girls, fostering a sense of empowerment and resilience.

Projects Across Cities, Slums, and Villages

Our initiatives extend across cities, slums, and villages, reaching out to those

who need it the most. Through these projects, we aim to break barriers and

provide opportunities for growth, irrespective of socio-economic backgrounds.



Reaping the Harvest: Transforming Communities

The fruits of our collective efforts are evident as we witness the transformation

of communities and the positive change in the lives of children. The stories of

success and progress are both heart-warming and motivating, fuelling our

commitment to continue making a lasting impact.



Republic Day - India

On 26th January, Oasis India celebrated the spirit of Republic Day across our

projects, echoing the values that bind us as a nation.

Our team in Bangalore had the privilege of being a special guest at the

Republic Day celebrations held at HGH Government High School, Bangalore.

We were honored to participate in this momentous occasion dedicated to our

great nation and its future leaders. The day kicked off with the inspiring sight of

the tricolor being hoisted high, symbolizing the unity, diversity, and strength of

our incredible nation.



Our team had the opportunity to address the bright and enthusiastic school

students, encouraging them to embrace their roles as responsible citizens of

India. Cultural events filled the air with joy and patriotic fervor, showcasing the

rich tapestry of our nation's heritage.

Oasis India believes in creating a better India for every community, every

women and children, and events like these reinforce our commitment to

nurturing young minds and empowering communities.



Besides being honored guests at HGH Government High School, Bangalore,

our projects were buzzing with exciting activities.

Activity 1: Candle-Making Workshop

In the spirit of Republic Day, we hosted a candle-making workshop, themed

"Being the Light." Participants learned not just the art of candle-making but also

the importance of being the right citizen, guiding others towards the light.



Activity 2: Voter ID Drive

We're thrilled to share that our team successfully registered 75 members for the

Voter ID card and corrected their details.



Dreams Are Alive

Despite the hurdles posed by current circumstances in Manipur, our boys from

Oasis India FFL exhibited remarkable resilience and unwavering passion on

the football field. In a recent friendly match, they not only showcased their skills

but also demonstrated that dreams can thrive even in the midst of adversity.



Proving Dreams Are Alive:

The friendly match was a testament to the indomitable spirit of our young

athletes. Their dedication to the sport and commitment to overcoming obstacles

stood out as they played with fervor and determination. This event is a

reminder that, with support and encouragement, dreams can indeed flourish in

challenging times.



Chennai, the capital of Tamil Nadu, has recently faced the devastating impact

of Cyclone Michaung, resulting in widespread flooding, displacement, and

distress among the local population. The cyclone has left many families

stranded, homes submerged, and communities in need of urgent assistance.

The less privileged communities are particularly vulnerable and are struggling

to survive. Families are trapped inside their homes, unable to access essentials

such as food, clean water, and hygiene products. The aftermath of the cyclone

has left many without personal belongings, and the unhygienic conditions pose

a potential risk of epidemic outbreaks.



To every donor and staff member, your dedication is the cornerstone of our success.

It's because of your support that we're able to touch lives, inspire change, and shape

destinies. Every donation, every effort, and every moment you've shared with us is

deeply appreciated.

Thank you for being a part of the Oasis India family.

Stay tuned for more updates, and feel free to visit our website and social media

channels if you'd like to see more updates.

Once again THANK YOU for joining us in making a profound difference in the lives of

many individuals and communities across India as we  collectively strive to make

India a better place for women and children. 



THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
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